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Introduction

• Enjoying literature through digital media is a things that are unavoidable in this era.
• This occured because the world has enter the information age .
• However, research about digital literature not growing yet.
• This happened because point of view being used is still point view of print literature that is 

emphasizes more on the mode of production.
• Digital literature requires different point of view, which is the mode of information which  

based on post – structuralist theory mediated by electronic audio-visual media.
• Digital literature is also collaborative literature. One of its strengths is the use of information 

technology.
• The question in this study is how digital technology affects the development of literature 

today seen from the reading application and its relationship with digital reading skills 
carried out by its users.



Literature Review

* Faruk ( “Literature and Society (Ter-) Multimedia (-kan): Its Theoretical, Methodological, and 
Educational Implications” (2011) The most basic thing to remember when discussing digital 
literature is that the point of view must be different. The focus of the study is on the mode of 
information .
Mohamad Rokib (2017) revealed that until then (2017) there were 15 writings that studied digital 
literature, only the approach taken was still fixated on the point of view of printed literature.
“Wattpad Application on the Ability to Write Drama Scripts" by Nindya Wulansari (2018) 
states that there is a significant influence on the use of the Wattpad application in the 
process of writing drama scripts.
Digital literature improves students' literary literacy .
Research is needed that sees literature as part of the development of technology and a 
multimedia society.



Method

Method being used is descriptive qualitative .
Existing data described then analyzed .
Data collection is carried out through observation and dissemination 
questionnaire .
Observation conducted with method observe application reading what is 
on the internet and questionnaires spread among _ student for knowing 
response reader .
Analysis qualitative conducted for get how the development of digital 
literature seen from application read and how ability digital reading 
community moment this .



Findings and Discussions*

Reading applications could categorized into reading application that has 
the specialty of chat stories. There are Lure , Wattpad , Hooked , Cliffhanger 
, Yarn , and Joylada .
Lots of Wattpad and Joyladas accessed by users in Indonesia because it’s 
main language is Indonesian .
Also for one that specialize themselves in comics, there are Webtoon, 
Churchyroll Manga, Comica , WeComics , Ragasukma Comics, Manga 
Toon, WebComics , ComicRack Free, Manga Greek, Kakao Page, Marvel 
Unlimited, Dark Horse Comics, Tapas, Bilibili Comics, Manta, Tapas, C 
Display Ex , Comic Reader, Challenger , Comics View, Kakao Page, Manga 
Greek.



•There are those who really specialize in reading novels
•Wattpad , NovelPlus , NovelReader , HiNovel , WebRead , 
Storial . Co., English Novel Books , Innovel , NovelMe , 
Goodnovel , Amazon Kindle , Fizzo Novel , Goodreader , 
Joylada , Baisah , Goodread , 50.000 Books , and 
audiobooks , Baisah .
•Some of them are equipped with audiobooks feature, 
including Innovel and Noveltoon .



•This reading application has the address of its developer 
company located in the United States, such as California 
, Canada, South Korea, China, and Bangkok, Thailand.
•There are applications that have quite a lot of active 
users in Indonesia, such as Webtoon and Wattpad . 
These two applications use Indonesian language. The 
other applications are in English. This makes it difficult for 
users in Indonesia to access.



• Based on the questionnaires that were 
distributed to students the most accessed 
applications were Webtoon and Wattpad .

• Students also still prefer to read printed 
books compared to digital books. This 
happens because the concentration of 
digital reading is lower than reading print.

• Digital reading does not seem to be a skill 
that is mastered well in society.



Conclusion

• Technology growing rapidly push various things that surround people 
follow its movements, including literature.

• Literature enters stages as art collaborative work that utilizes multimedia 
and also will be consumed in the community multimedia .

• Boundaries of local and country not seen anymore in digital literary 
works.

• Literature freely enter various form art and various form art can be 
categorized into literature.

• Digital literature will become the future of world literature.
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